
 

AUTOMATIC GATE WEB INFORMATION? 

 

‘What do I believe when I research the web?’ This is a great question; without little 

doubt, the web is the most revolutionary thing to have hit mankind since fire! 

 

What do you mean? Since its arrival, we have seen happenings around the world that 

would not have been conceived beforehand. Truths unveiled; dictators toppled; education 

expanding without boundary, social interaction as never before and unlimited information 

available to an ever growing audience!....etc…. and it has only just begun! 

 

The real problem is not what is out there, but what is useful and what is misleading or 

useless information! One man’s idea of what is good, may be another’s idea of bad, so 

who to believe is a great challenge, regardless of the individual’s enthusiasm  

 

The facts of life are usually true and the truth usually prevails, but how much will it cost 

to find out? You will get what you pay for, but is it what you really need? 

 

The easiest way to attract business is to be ‘price driven’ and, when selling a product to 

someone for the first time, it is far to easy to miss off and exclude vital detail that will 

inevitably need additional investment once the customer is hooked. 

 

   
 

What does that mean to me? All automatic gate systems have thousands of aspects that 

can affect the final cost of an installation: 90% of which are unknown to most customers 

and even good knowledge of an existing system is of little help in a new location! 

 

Attention to detail with all the main factors must be correct for the final product to 

perform the way a customer wishes and last for a reasonable life span with the required 

level of reliability and safety. 

 

With gate automation, any one small feature that becomes unsuitable can render the 

whole system inoperative or inadequate. A faulty gate can cause very big problems, often 

denying access into or out of a property. Larger faults can be hidden but will always cost 

dearly to rectify. Even some small savings on minor parts have been known to add up to 

become very costly repairs. 

 



   
 

What is your best advice? Take time and do plenty of research. Get testimonials; speak to 

customers and, best of all, talk to someone that had a bad experience and has had it 

rectified with a satisfactory result. 

 

   
Before      After 

 

Ask to speak with the owner of a reliable system, which most suits or matches your need; 

who has had long term satisfaction, over 5 years or more is a minimum. 

 

Finally, ensure you will get true ‘after sales support’ with adequate maintenance and 

technical file creation/management, for self protection. 

 

   
Before      After 

 

If the web advice seems cheap, it probably is! And cheap usually equals greater risk! 
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